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Abstract

Following the idea that lexicons are needed001
in order for automatic identification of multi-002
word expressions(MWE) to handle the unpre-003
dictable nature of MWEs, this paper proposes004
a lexicon formalism, itself declined in mul-005
titudes of possible sub-formalisms depending006
on the linguistic features considered , along007
with an evaluation method which could be008
used to compare lexicon formalisms to each009
other. An exploration of the powerset of fea-010
tures is done in order to find the bests of such011
subset of features to be used. The impact of the012
proposed lexicon formalism on MWE identifi-013
cation is investigated, leading us to conjecture014
that lexicon indeed have the potential to help015
MWE identification.016

1 Introduction017

Multiword expressions (MWEs), such as by018

and large, carbon footprint or to pull one’s leg019

‘to tease someone’, exhibit irregularities which020

are challenging for text processing. Most no-021

tably, their meaning cannot be straightforwardly022

deduced from the meanings of their components,023

which is an obstacle for semantically-oriented ap-024

plications. To help such applications process025

MWEs correctly, one solution is to pre-identify026

MWEs in text, so as to later apply dedicated pro-027

cedures to them.028

Recognizing MWEs occurrences in texts029

(henceforth referred to as MWE identification)030

is, according to Constant et al. [2017], one of the031

two main subtasks of MWE processing (the other032

being MWE discovery, the task of generating sets033

of MWE) and still represents quite a challenge034

despite having been the focus of many works.035

Notably, PARSEME shared tasks on identification036

of verbal MWEs [Savary et al., 2017, Ramisch037

et al., 2018, 2020] have provided a controlled038

environment and focused challenges for MWE039

identification. Each edition of the task trying to040

put in focus those facets of the identification task 041

which are the hardest. 042

One thing that PARSEME shared tasks defi- 043

nitely highlighted is that identification of MWEs 044

unseen during training proves to be significantly 045

harder than identification of seen MWEs. This 046

can be seen in the results of editions 1.1 and 1.2 047

of the shared tasks when comparing the scores of 048

various identifiers on seen vs unseen MWEs. The 049

difficulty of identifying unseen MWE should not 050

come as a surprise as this task can be seen as pre- 051

senting the challenges of regular identification but 052

also some of discovery. 053

Seeing this discrepancy between identification 054

of seen and unseen MWEs, Savary et al. [2019b] 055

argue that the use of MWE lexicons is key to high- 056

quality MWE identification, shifting the burden of 057

unseen MWEs as much as possible on discovery 058

and using lexicon as the interface between discov- 059

ery and identification. 060

2 Multiword Expression 061

We abide by PARSEME’s definition of MWE 062

[Savary et al., 2018a] (adapted from [Baldwin and 063

Kim, 2010]) : 064

multiword expressions (MWEs) are un- 065

derstood as (continuous or discontinu- 066

ous) sequences of words which: 067

• contain at least two component words 068

which are lexicalised, i.e. always re- 069

alised by the same lexemes [...], includ- 070

ing a head word and at least one other 071

syntactically related word, 072

• display some degree of lexical, mor- 073

phological, syntactic and/or semantic 074

idiosyncrasy 075

MWEs happen to present quite a few interesting 076

properties. Of all the properties listed by [Savary 077

et al., 2018a, Baldwin and Kim, 2010, Constant 078
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et al., 2017] the following 3 have a large impact079

on our view of MWE lexicons.080

• variability081

• discontinuity082

• literal-idiomatic ambiguity083

Variability MWEs can appear under a variety of084

forms depending on the morphosyntactic context085

in which they occur (e.g. I pay him a visit / The086

vists she pays me), their components can be found087

in different orders, forms, or even differently syn-088

tactically related. This makes simple representa-089

tions such as sequences of forms insufficiently de-090

scriptive and pushes us to more complex repre-091

sentations capturing all the forms under which a092

MWE could appear. We call the various forms of093

a MWE and the condition under which they are094

taken the paradigm of the MWE.095

Discontinuity Discontinuity can be seen as a096

form of variability where component words of a097

MWE are not adjacent to one another and are sep-098

arated by a word or group of words. We define099

two types of discontinuity : linear discontinuity100

where the component words of the MWE are not101

next to each other in the sentence (e.g. pay some-102

one a visit) ; and syntactic discontinuity where a103

component of the MWE is not directly related by104

a syntactic dependency to any other component of105

the MWE (e.g. figure 11).106

This is a visit which I wanted to pay
PRON AUX DET NOUN PRON PRON VERB PART VERB

acl:relcl
xcomp

Figure 1: syntactic discontinuity

Not all MWEs can be discontinued and any-107

thing cannot be inserted between MWE compo-108

nents. What can and cannot be inserted in a MWE109

depends on the MWE and should be described for110

a MWE representation to be complete.111

literal-idiomatic ambiguity While MWEs are112

defined as groups of words displaying some form113

of idiosyncrasy, sometimes the very group of114

words composing a MWE can appear in a sentence115

without displaying any idiosyncrasy. In this case,116

we say that the occurrence is non-idiomatic (e.g.117

I
::::
paid them a

:::
visit to the museum) as opposed to118

1All syntactic analyses in this paper follow the Universal
Dependencies formalism and are generated according to UD-
Pipe 2.6 (english-ewt-ud-2.6-200830).

idiomatic occurrences (e.g. I paid them a visit at 119

the hospital).This very fact is the reason behind 120

the need for MWE identification. 121

3 Lexicon for MWE 122

The word lexicon is colloquially used to de- 123

scribe something akin to a dictionary or a collec- 124

tion of words. In the literature, what exactly con- 125

stitute the lexicon is not yet fixed. As shown by 126

Di Sciullo and Williams [1987], the set of "words" 127

described by morphology is distinct from the set 128

of "words" used by syntax, and while both could 129

be considered as the lexicon, they also are dis- 130

tinct from the set of "words" which Di Sciullo and 131

Williams would consider as the lexicon. More- 132

over, lexicon definitions will vary on how they rep- 133

resent their set of lexical item. Extensional lexicon 134

will tend to list their lexical item forms, while in- 135

tentional lexicon will make use of tools such mor- 136

phology, lexemes and inflectional paradigm to de- 137

scribe the lexical items in generative ways. While 138

theses discussion are about the lexicon, we con- 139

sider here that the MWE lexicon works in very 140

similar fashion and the same reasoning can be 141

held. 142

We will neither settle for one of those views 143

nor introduce a new definition of what might be 144

a MWE lexicon, but instead take from the notion 145

of adequacy [Jackendoff, 1975, Chomsky, 1965] 146

to set objectives, allowing us to compare different 147

view of what is a MWE-lexicon. 148

First, we define the MWE-lexicon observational 149

adequacy as the property of a MWE lexicon to 150

characterize MWEs’ forms. Observational ade- 151

quacy can be evaluated from a generative stand- 152

point (can the lexicon generate a list list of all 153

imaginable forms) as well parsing standpoint (can 154

the lexicon recognize all the forms encountered in 155

a text). Either way, for a MWE lexicon to be ob- 156

servationally adequate, forms have to be charac- 157

terized in such a way that variability and disconti- 158

nuity are both taken into account and to make as 159

few mistake as possible (if any). 160

Then, we define the MWE-lexicon descriptive 161

adequacy as the property of MWE lexicon to ac- 162

curately describe MWEs. This description should 163

cover all the property associated to the MWE 164

(Morphosyntactic property of its component, Syn- 165

tactic relations of the components, Meaning of the 166

MWE, Syntactic role of the MWE, ...) and must 167

be in accordance with linguistic knowledge. 168
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Both of these adequacies can be interpreted169

and measured in various ways. While observa-170

tional adequacy can be relatively straight forward171

to measure in quantitative ways, descriptive ade-172

quacy will more readily be viewed from a qualita-173

tive or categorical standpoints where two descrip-174

tions of the same phenomenon might differs with-175

out even being comparable.176

4 Related works177

Numerous MWE-lexicon formalisms have been178

put forward through the years. Of all aspects of the179

descriptive adequacy, we find that how discontinu-180

ities, component order and component relations to181

each others are managed offer great insight into182

MWE-lexicon formalisms and will therefore de-183

scribe lexicon formalisms through that lens.184

Apart from lexicons which cannot represent185

MWE discontinuities. Probably one of the less186

descriptive way of handling discontinuities is to187

view MWEs’ forms as ordered sequences of their188

component and to denote insertions in the list as189

either "*" or "+" indicating whether insertions are190

possible or mandatory respectively. [Al-Haj et al.,191

2014, Alegria et al., 2004]. Descriptiveness aside,192

one big issue of such formalism is that not re-193

stricting what can be inserted between MWE com-194

ponent results in high number of false positives195

(lexicon mistaking non-idiomatic occurrences for196

idiomatic occurrences.). More descriptive for-197

malisms might choose to instead use phrase gram-198

mar to denote insertions and therefore restrict what199

phrases can be inserted in a given MWE. [Gré-200

goire, 2010] Doing so will mechanically reduce201

the number of false positive, but also impede the202

lexicon power of generalisation.203

Even more descriptive formalisms will use204

highly expressive grammar such as XMG or LFG205

in order to restrict as specifically as needed what206

can and cannot be inserted in a MWE. [Savary207

et al., 2018b, Dyvik et al., 2019] Such for-208

malisms aim for comprehensive description of209

MWEs which is quite appealing and makes for210

great linguistic tool. Highly expressive grammar211

will however have a computational cost, and might212

be harder to interface to already existing MWE213

identifiers.214

Other solutions which cannot necessarily be215

said to be of higher or lower descriptive power216

than non comprehensive formalism include Villav-217

icencio et al. [2004] where constraint on insertions218

are based on semantic relations and logical role of 219

the words and our proposed formalism (discussed 220

latter) where syntactic dependencies are used in 221

order to restrict insertion and component order. 222

A formalism being descriptive in its handling 223

of discontinuities is not the be-all end-all of 224

MWE-lexicon. We argue that observational ad- 225

equacy could serve as a great tool to compare 226

MWE-lexicons and by extension MWE-lexicon 227

formalisms. There, however, do not seem to be 228

any consensus on how to measure observational 229

adequacy. Of all the works cited earlier not even 230

two of them seem to measure observational ade- 231

quacy (or similar concepts) in the same way. Some 232

might look at the number of MWE covered by 233

their lexicon, some the number of MWE occur- 234

rence covered. But in any case, it seems that no 235

comparison can be done between any of them. 236

More than being a great comparison tool, we 237

hope that lexicon with great observational ade- 238

quacy can be used as MWE identifier to be used in 239

conjunction to an traditional MWE-identifier. We 240

will therefore evaluate our lexicon formalism from 241

a observational adequacy standpoint. 242

Keeping in mind our goal to promote observa- 243

tional adequacy and remarks made on the handling 244

of discontinuities, we introduce our lexicon for- 245

malism in the following section. 246

5 λ-CSS lexicon 247

5.1 litteral occurrences 248

Savary et al. [2019a] ask what exactly is a literal 249

occurrence of a MWE and what distinguishe it 250

from an idiomatic or coincidental occurrence. 251

Roughly, when all the lexemes of a MWE ap- 252

pear in a sentence and they together display some 253

form of idiosyncrasy, then we talk of an idiomatic 254

occurrence of the MWE. Whereas when they dis- 255

play no idiosyncrasy, we talk of an non-idiomatic 256

occurrence of the MWE. 257

In the following : in bold in (1) an idiomatic 258

occurrence, in
:::::
wavy

:::::::::
underline in (2) a literal oc- 259

currence, and in dashed underline in (3) a coinci- 260

dental occurrence : 261

(1) I paid them a visit at the hospital ‘I visited 262

them at the hospital‘ 263

(2) I
::::
paid them a

::::
visit to the museum 264

(3) I paid for a visit of the museum 265
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In order to judge whether a non-idiomatic oc-266

currence is in a syntactic configuration that could267

be idiomatic, the syntactic configuration of the oc-268

currence is compared to syntactic configuration of269

known idiomatic occurrences. To compare syntac-270

tic configurations Savary et al. define the Coarse271

Syntactic Structure (CSS).272

5.2 Coarse Syntactic Structure (CSS)273

A CSS can be seen as a simplification of the de-274

pendency tree of a given MWE occurrence. More275

precisely, given set of word σ and given sentence276

S, a CSS can be defined as the minimal connected277

dependency tree covering the words σ in S, where278

words are either represented by a node containing279

their lemma and part of speech if they are in σ, or280

by a dummy node if not. Nodes are connected by281

their relational dependencies.282

For example, for the sentence in figure 2 where283

bold words are components of a MWE, and fig-284

ure 3 its dependency tree where word form are re-285

placed by their lemma and part of speech (POS),286

figure 4 is the CSS of the bold words of figure 2.287

And in figure 9 the CSS of a MWE with syntactic288

discontinuities in bold in figure 5.289

I paid them a visit at the hospital

Figure 2: A sentence S and its subsequence σ in bold,
an occurrence of a MWE.

I pay they a visit at the hospital
PRON VERB PRON DET NOUN ADP DET NOUN

nsubj

root

iobj det

obj
case

det

nmod

Figure 3: The dependency graph of the sentence from
figure 2.

pay visit
VERB NOUN

obj

Figure 4: The coarse syntactic structure CSS(S, σ) of
the subsequence σ in S.

This is a visit which I wanted to avoid to pay
PRON AUX DET NOUN PRON PRON VERB PART VERB PART VERB

nsubj
cop

det

root
obj

nsubj

acl:relcl

mark
xcomp

mark
xcomp

Figure 5: Dependency tree of a sentence with a syntac-
tic discontinuity

visit dummy dummy pay
NOUN VERB

acl:relcl xcomp xcomp

Figure 6: Coarse syntactic structure of the syntactically
discontinuous subsequence in bold from figure 5

CSSs were originally designed in order to put an 290

applicable definition to the notion of a literal oc- 291

currence of a MWE. However, since literal occur- 292

rences of MWE are relatively infrequent [Savary 293

et al., 2019a], we argue that CSSs could be used 294

as the basis of lexicons with hopefully great ob- 295

servational adequacy. 296

Such a lexicon would simply consist in a set 297

of CSSs. We will however first question the rel- 298

evancy of component word being represented by 299

their lemma and POS and not some other fea- 300

tures. Word being represented by their lemma and 301

POS serves as an approximation of their lexemes, 302

which seems like a perfectly reasonable choice in 303

order for CSS to do what they were designed to do 304

(which is help approximate our intuitive notion of 305

literal occurrence). We however would like for our 306

lexicon to be as observationally adequate as pos- 307

sible and we will therefore wonder if representing 308

MWE by a different set of feature would be bene- 309

ficial to our end goal. 310

For this reason, we propose a generalisation of 311

CSSs, dubbed λ-CSS where λ is the set of features 312

used to describe MWE. 313

5.3 λ-CSS 314

We define λ-CSSs as the minimal connected de- 315

pendency tree covering a given set of word σ in a 316

given sentence, where words are represented by 317

their property in λ if they are part of σ and by 318

dummy nodes if not. Words are still connected ac- 319

cording to their syntactic dependencies, but these 320

dependencies are only labeled if the corresponding 321

feature is in λ. Insertions (word necessary for the 322

tree to be connected but not in σ are represented 323

by dummy. When a word of σ does not have a 324

feature which is considered by the λ-CSS (such as 325

a noun not having a tense), the feature is marked 326

as null for the word. 327

6 Optimal set of feature 328

Considering all the features available in 329

PARSEME corpora, our aim is to find 330

if there are better set of features λ than 331

{ lemma, pos, deprel } for MWE represen- 332
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form I paid them a visit at the hospital
lemma I pay they a visit at the hospital

pos PRON VERB PRON DET NOUN ADP DET NOUN
case nom acc

number Sing Plur Sing Sing
person 1 3

prontype Prs Prs Art Art
mood Ind
tense Past

verbform Fin
definite Ind def

poss
. . .

nsubj

root

iobj det

obj
case

det

nmod

Figure 7: Dependency graph with all features of a sen-
tence.

form paid visit
number null Sing

obj

form paid visit
number Sing

obj

Figure 8: λ = {form, deprel, number}-CSS of the
MWE in 7, and its simplified representation (on the
right).

lemma visit dummy dummy pay
pos NOUN dummy dummy VERB

acl:relcl xcomp xcomp

Figure 9: { lemma, pos, deprel }-CSS of the syntacti-
cally discontinuous subsequence in bold from figure 5

tation, and hopefully to find the best of such333

λ.334

As stated earlier, we’ve made the choice to fo-335

cus on observational adequacy, more precisely, we336

will evaluate observational adequacy from a pars-337

ing standpoint. Given a lexicon and a sentence, we338

define a match as a subsequence of the sentence339

which is also characterized (can be recognized)340

by the lexicon. A match is said to be idiomatic341

if its subsequence is also an idiomatic occurrence342

of a MWE, and non-idiomatic otherwise.2 Thus,343

given a lexicon and a corpus of sentences, we use344

the following two measures: precision, the ratio345

of number of idiomatic matches to total number346

of matches ; and recall, the ratio of the number of347

idiomatic matches to the number of idiomatic oc-348

currences in the corpus. In both case the desired349

output is to maximise the measures.350

Since we have not one, but two criteria to eval-351

uate of observational adequacy, and because we352

wish to avoid making a priori choices on how353

2In order to reduce confusion as much as possible, we
use the term match to refer to a subsequence of a sentence
characterized by a lexicon, and the term occurrence to refer
to a subsequence corresponding to a MWE.

those two criteria might be related to each other 354

[Hwang and Masud, 2012], we only consider a so- 355

lution A to be better than another solution B if A 356

dominates B. Meaning that A is better than B on at 357

least one criteria and better or equal on the other. 358

Both a corpus of sentence and a lexicon are 359

needed in order to compute our measures. This 360

means that our proposed measures do not actu- 361

ally evaluates lexicon formalism, but instances of 362

those formalisms on specific corpora. In order 363

for these measures to be applicable to lexicon 364

formalisms, we propose that lexicon formalisms 365

should be evaluated in conjunction with a instanti- 366

ation method and a instantiation corpus. Lexicons 367

formalisms can therefore be compared by fixing 368

the instantiation method and the instantiation cor- 369

pus. 370

In our case, we use the german (DE), basque 371

(EL), french (FR), hebrew (HE), hindi (HI), italian 372

(IT), polish (PL), portugese (PT), Swedish (SV), 373

turkish (TR), and chinese (ZH) corpora used in 374

PARSEME shared task 1.2 [Ramisch et al., 2020]. 375

(The Greek, Irish and Romanian corpora have not 376

been used for technical reasons.) For each cor- 377

pus, and for each considered set of features λ, we 378

instantiate our lexicon by collecting the λ-CSSs 379

of every MWE idiomatic occurrences annotated in 380

the corpus. 381

Depending on the language from 17 to 40 fea- 382

tures are considered. Hence, the number of subset 383

of features that can be used for MWE representa- 384

tion is at best quite large or at worst astronomical. 385

A comprehensive exploration of the solution space 386

is therefore out of the question. 387

Our solution space being the powerset of the 388

considered features, it can be seen as a lattice (a 389

graph) where each solution A is connected to so- 390

lutions with either : all features from A plus one 391

more feature, or all features from A but one. Each 392

solution can therefore be seen as having a neigh- 393

bourhood of similar solutions (with one feature 394

of difference each). Hoping that this notion of 395

neighbourhood in the solution space persists in 396

some fashion in the objective space, we opted for 397

a greedy exploration of the solution space consid- 398

ering non-dominated solution as to be explored. 399

We note here than, while not a explicit crite- 400

rion, when two neighbouring solutions have equal 401

precision and recall, we find the simplest of the 402

neighbour to be a preferable solution. This crite- 403
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rion is not explicitly evaluated, but only implicitly404

enforced by the exploration algorithm 1 described405

here :406

Algorithm 1: Greedy Pareto bottom-up
lattice exploration
Data: features, the set of all considered

features s, a subset of features
Initialization

last_it_res← { s }
res← { s }

while last_it_res ̸= ∅ do
tmp← ∅
foreach si ∈ last_it_res do

foreach fi ∈ features \ si do
if objective(fi) ̸= objective(si)

then
tmp← tmp ∪ { si ∪ { fi } }

last_it_res←
{ si | Pareto(res ∪ tmp) ∩ tmp }
res← res ∪ last_it_res

Result: res

With objective(s) the function returning the407

position in the objective space of a given solution,408

and Pareto(S) the function returning the set of409

non-dominated solutions of of a set of solutions.410

Algorithm 1 was ran 2-fold using only the411

TRAIN datasets, half the dataset was used to412

generate lexicon, half for evaluation of the lex-413

icon. This was done twice per corpus, once414

with { lemma } as the starting set of feature s,415

the other with { form }. Solutions with neither416

of these feature where found to induces extreme417

number of matches, most of which were non-418

idiomatic, and not worthy of systematic explo-419

ration. All solutions generated by algortihm 1420

were then re-evaluated by generating the lexicon421

from the TRAIN and DEV dataset, and scoring422

them against the TEST dataset. In the end 12, 14,423

36, 7, 20, 22, 22, 16, 22, 16 solutions were se-424

lected for DE, FR, HE, HI, IT, PL, PT, SV, TR,425

ZH respectively.3426

In table 1 the resulting solutions from algorithm427

1 on the french corpus. A clear distinction be-428

tween solutions can be made on whether a solu-429

tions uses form or lemma. Solutions based on430

form have high precision and low recall, while431

solution using lemma and not form have more432

3technical issues prevented algorithm 1 for basque to be
run in timely fashion.

balanced precision and recall, solutions using both 433

form and lemma act as solutions using form. 434

Not shown here, however the same can be said on 435

other languages, as for all languages the highest 436

precision solution all uses form while the highest 437

recall solutions all use lemma. 438

P (%) R (%) solution features

71.78 75.06 lemma
73.18 74.91 lemma, upos
78.60 71.08 lemma, deprel
85.42 52.17 form, lemma
85.54 51.80 form, lemma, upos
86.93 47.46 form, lemma, deprel, Number
87.16 47.46 form, lemma, deprel, upos, Number
87.94 47.76 form, lemma, deprel, upos
88.02 48.12 form, lemma, deprel

Table 1: Precision(P) and Recall(R) for selected solu-
tion for FR corpus

While tempting to aggregate our precision and 439

recall into a F-score, as is often done, in order to 440

be able to choose a preferred solution, we need 441

to remember that we only aim for observationally 442

adequate lexicon formalism in order to help auto- 443

matic MWE-identifier. Whether good recall, good 444

precision or some balance of the two is needed in 445

order to accomplish our goal is yet unknown. Nev- 446

ertheless, we still need to choose a preferred solu- 447

tion, we will therefore look at our solution’s arith- 448

metic, harmonic (F-score), and geometric means 449

of their precision and recall in hope to get a bet- 450

ter overview of our solutions than with a simple 451

F-score. In table 2, the best performing solutions 452

found through algorithm 1 for each languages ac- 453

cording to each of these means. Except in He- 454

brew and Chinese (and perhaps Basque) where 455

form is used, in almost all other cases, the so- 456

lution { lemma, deprel } is the best performing 457

solution according to all three means. Only in 458

Swedish is { lemma, deprel, upos } preferred to 459

{ lemma, deprel }. 460

In table 3, we compare the solutions 461

{ lemma, deprel }, { form, deprel } and 462

{ lemma, deprel, upos } (original CSS) on their 463

arithmetic, harmonic, and geometric means. 464

Once again, except for Basque, Hebrew and 465

Chinese, all three means tend agree and place 466

{ lemma, deprel } as the best performing of 467

the three solution. The difference between 468

{ lemma, deprel } and { lemma, deprel, upos } 469

are however very slight. Still, since they are 470
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arithmetic (%) harmonic (%) geometric (%)

DE – lemma deprel –
FR – lemma deprel –
HE – form hebSource –
HI – lemma deprel –
IT – lemma deprel –
PL – lemma deprel –
PT – lemma deprel –
SV – lemma deprel upos –
TR – lemma deprel –
ZH – form deprel upos –

Table 2: Best performing solution according to Pre-
cison and Recall means (agreement between means
shown by "–" )

two neighbouring solution we will prefer the471

simpler of the two, consolidating our preference472

for the solution { lemma, deprel }. As of now,473

will therefore consider { lemma, deprel } as474

the overall best performing solution across our475

corpora. (While keeping in mind that this does476

not hold for Basque, Hebrew and Chinese.)477

7 Impact of lexicon on identification478

If and how lexicon based upon479

{ lemma, deprel }-CSS can help an auto-480

matic identifier is still to be determined. Lexicon481

and identifier both production MWE annotations,482

these annotations can be merged in two main483

fashion. Either only the intersection of their484

annotations is considered as annotated (annotation485

must be approved by both the lexicon and the486

identifier), either the union of their annotations is487

considered as annotated.488

In table 4 we compare one of the best per-489

forming identifier in PARSEME shared task 1.2,490

MTLB-STRUCT [Taslimipoor et al., 2020, Savary491

et al., 2018a], our { lemma, deprel }-CSS based492

lexicon (still trained on both the TRAIN and DEV493

datasets), the union, and the intersection of both494

predictions.495

Despite the fact that in almost all cases MTLB-496

STRUCT outperforms our lexicon, the union of497

their respective prediction actually slightly im-498

prove on MTLB-STRUCT prediction for 5 cor-499

pora out of 11. While not a clear improvement, we500

need to remember that our lexicon was automati-501

cally generated in a rather naive fashion and actu-502

ally did not possess any information not at dispo-503

sition of MTLB-STRUCT since they were trained504

on the same dataset. The argument for the use of505

lexicon in MWE identification is that lexicon can506

help for unseen MWE, but in this case our lexi- 507

con could not help on MWE not seen by MTLB- 508

STRUCT. 509

In table 5 we cheat and generate our lexicon 510

using the TEST dataset. Results are to be inter- 511

preted with utmost care, but still give an interest- 512

ing peek on how much a lexicon could help tra- 513

ditional identifier. Here the union of our lexicon 514

to MTLB-STRUCT clearly improve on MTLB- 515

STRUCT results. Once again, these result are far 516

from being proof of the benefits of using lexicon 517

for MWE-identification, but are still encouraging. 518

Better ways of quantifying the benefits of a lexi- 519

con on MWE-identification of unseen MWE must 520

be found. 521

8 Concluding remarks 522

In this paper we proposed a generalisation of the 523

concept of Coarse Syntatic Structure called λ-CSS 524

and argued that it could be the basis of MWE lexi- 525

con. Argument for { lemma, deprel }-CSSs to be 526

used as MWE lexicon is put forward. A first at- 527

tempt to measure the impact of lexicon formalism 528

on MWE identification is put forward, however no 529

clear conclusion is drawn from this attempt. 530
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